I'm failing test 12 despite having an equal number of steps and a successfully sorted list. In fact, the only difference (according to the Great Infallible Diff) seems to be in the third line/second pass:

Quote:<  
[7,2,3,10,4,1,0,-1,-7,-8,15,14,5,-3,11,9,-5,-6,-9,-10,8,6,-4,-11,-12,13,12,-2,-13,-14]

>  [7,2,3,10,4,1,0,-1,-7,-8,15,14,5,-3,11,9,-5,-6,-9,-10,8,6,-4,-11,-12,13,12,-2,-14,-13]

As you can see, the last two numbers are swapped. Is anyone else having this problem?

All of the testing files (and other tests) matched up perfectly, so I'm not sure what's the deal here.